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Fiction For Younger Readers
Bidania, V. T.
119514 Astrid & Apollo And The Soccer
Celebration. Twins Astrid and Apollo are excited to
be going to the Hmong July Fourth Soccer Festival,
but when they are told to babysit their baby sister,
Eliana, it looks like they will miss the particular match
their father is interested in--especially as they cannot
figure out what the “yummy milk” Eliana demands
is, and are forced to spend their money on buying
different treats to keep her from throwing a tantrum.
il. Lee & Low, Dara Lashia. [IL 6-9] 59 pages Picture
Window 2021 Fic (AR) 20.41
Bliss, Harry
126844 Grace For Gus. A nearly-wordless picture
book about the creative lengths Grace, the quiet girl
from Midtown Elementary, takes to raise money to buy a
guinea pig friend for the class pet Gus. In graphic novel
format. il. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Harper 2018 741 21.58
Derby, Sally
274443 Sunday Shopping. Every Sunday night a
young girl and her grandmother go on an imaginary
shopping trip using play money and the advertisements
in the newspaper as a guide for their “purchases.” il.
Strickland, Shadra. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Lee & Low 2015
E (AR/RC) 21.56
Elliott, Rebecca
307116 Wildwood Bakery. Macy’s little sister has
wings that are too small, so Eva’s class decides to
raise money to buy her a flying chair, and half the
class opens a bakery, and the other half opens a
candy store--but soon competition between the two
stores becomes more important than their goal, and
Eva needs to convince the other owls that they will
collect more money if everyone works as a team. il.
[IL 6-8] 72 pages Branches 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 13.69
Heos, Bridget
439961 Counting Change. Aiden helps his little
brother Mason make change at a yard sale so that he
can buy a new video game, which they will then share.
il. Longhi, Katya. [IL 6-9] 24 pages Amicus Illustrated
2015 513 (AR) 22.26
Hesse, Karen
441483 Night Job. When the sun sets, Dad’s job as a
school custodian is just beginning. On a Friday night, a
boy spends time with his dad at work. il. Karas, G. Brian.
[IL 3-7] 31 pages Candlewick 2018 E (AR/RC) 20.88
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Hoffmann, Mark
452397 Dirt Cheap. Birdie wants a very expensive
soccer ball but has no money, so she starts selling dirt
and learns some important lessons along the way. il.
[IL 3-7] 32 pages Knopf 2020 E (AR) 21.58
Johnson, Terry Lynn
496000 Sled Dog School. When eleven-year-old
Matt must set up a business to save his failing math
grade, he overcomes his self-doubt and also gains two
friends along the way. [IL 7-10] 215 pages Houghton
2017 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Karas, G. Brian
507404 On The Farm, At The Market. On the
farm, workers pick vegetables, collect eggs, and make
cheese. At the market the next day, the workers set up
their stands and prepare for shoppers to arrive. Amy,
the baker at the Busy Bee Cafe, has a very special
meal in mind--and, of course, all the farmers show up
at the cafe to enjoy the results of their hard work. il.
[IL 5-8] 40 pages Holt 2016 E (AR) 21.58
Light, Steve
572558 Builders & Breakers. Experience the bustling
energy of an urban construction site with a celebration
of builders, breakers, and the machines they use. il. [IL
3-7] 30 pages Candlewick 2018 E 6.50*
McAnulty, Stacy
617233 Max Explains Everything: Grocery
Store Expert. From choosing the perfect cart to
navigating the produce section, expert extraordinaire
Max explains all there is to know about going to the
grocery store. il. Hocking, Deborah. [IL 4-8] 32 pages
Putnam 2018 E (AR) 20.88
McKissack, Pat
628442 What Is Given From The Heart. Despite
their own poverty since Daddy died, Mama tells nineyear-old James Otis they need to help Sarah, seven,
whose family lost everything in a fire. il. Harrison, April.
[IL 4-8] 34 pages Schwartz & Wade 2019 E (AR) 21.58
O’Connor, Jane
685615 Nancy Clancy Seeks A Fortune. How great
would it be to be wealthy--that’s elegant for rich.
Nancy Clancy sure thinks so, and with the help of her
best friend Bree, she sets out to make a fortune one
way or another. But when things don’t go as planned,
Nancy learns something even more valuable--some of
the best things in life are free. il. Preiss-Glasser, Robin.
[IL 7-10] 133 pages Harper 2016 Fic (AR) 16.29
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Parish, Herman
699621 Amelia Bedelia Means Business. Young
Amelia Bedelia will do almost anything for a shiny
new bicycle. Her parents say they’ll split the cost with
her, and that means Amelia Bedelia needs to put the
pedal to the metal and earn some dough! With Amelia
Bedelia anything can happen, and it usually does. il.
Avril, Lynne. [IL 7-10] 149 pages Greenwillow 2013
Fic (AR/RC) 20.18
Saxon, Victoria
780718 Fancy Nancy Shoe La La! When Nancy
sees the red ballet slippers of her dreams, she pulls
out all the stops to earn enough money to buy them
for herself. il. Israel, Laurie. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper
2019 E (AR) 20.88
Zappy, Erica
748084 Curious George Lemonade Stand. George
decides to set up his own lemonade stand to earn
money for a new soccer ball. il. [IL 6-8] 24 pages
Houghton 2016 E 13.09
Zuill, Andrea
984872 Business Pig. Business Pig is more at home
conducting meetings and drawing graphs than playing
in the mud. Can he find someone to adopt him who
also means business? il. [IL 3-7] 26 pages Sterling
2018 E 20.86
Set # S35026 of 17 books @ $324.68

Fiction For Older Readers
Barnes, Jennifer (Jennifer Lynn)
091580 Inheritance Games. When a Connecticut
teenager inherits vast wealth and an eccentric estate
from the richest man in Texas, she must also live with
his surviving family and solve a series of puzzles to
discover how she earned her inheritance. [IL 14-18]
374 pages Little 2021 Fic (AR/RC) 21.58
Birdsall, Jeanne
120480 Penderwicks In Spring. As spring arrives
on Gardam Street, there are surprises in store
for each Penderwick, from neighbor Nick Geiger’s
expected return from the war to Batty’s new dogwalking business, but her plans to use her profits to
surprise her family on her eleventh birthday go astray.
[IL 8-12] 339 pages Knopf 2015 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Blume, Judy
128785 Double Fudge. His younger brother’s
obsession with money and the discovery of long-lost
cousins Flora and Fauna provide many embarrassing
moments for twelve-year-old Peter. [IL 8-12] 213
pages Puffin Books 2007 Fic (AR/RC) 14.89
Cala, Caroline
180950 Best Babysitters Ever. Mayhem ensues in
their sleepy California beach town when three best
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friends, motivated by unlimited snacks, no parents,
and earning money for an epic seventh-grade party,
find an old copy of “The Babysitters Club” and decide
to start their own babysitting business. [IL 10-12] 259
pages Houghton 2019 Fic (AR/RC) 18.78
180959 Good, The Bad, And The Bossy. When
other commitments threaten the success of the Best
Babysitters Ever, Malia is frustrated until she comes
up with a plan to hire new babysitters and take a cut
of their wages. [IL 10-12] 292 pages Houghton 2019
Fic (RC) 20.88
180964 Miss Impossible. Malia, Dot, and Bree get
a much older--and scarier--client than they expected,
but looks can be deceiving. [IL 10-12] 246 pages
Houghton 2020 Fic (AR) 18.78
Carter, Ally
197224 Winterborne Home For Mayhem And
Mystery. With Gabriel declared guardian of the
orphans at Winterborne House, everything should be
perfect, but the kids face the challenges of hiding the
billionaire’s secret of being a sword-wielding vigilante.
When a masked figure breaks into their house, no
one is safe. April and her fellow orphans must solve a
decades-old mystery in order to preserve their newly
formed foster family. [IL 10-12] 342 pages Houghton
2021 Fic 20.88
Frazier, Sundee Tucker
352641 Cleo Edison Oliver In Persuasion Power.
Successful businesswoman Fortune A. Davies has
announced a new website where “kidpreneurs” can
upload ads for their businesses and Cleo and her
friend Caylee are sure this is their big break to get
funding for their personalized barrettes, Passion Clips-but producing an internet ad using their classmates
is proving difficult, and Cleo is further distracted by
her desire to find her birth parents. [IL 8-12] 241
pages Scholastic 2017 Fic (AR) 20.88
Gephart, Donna
375333 Death By Toilet Paper. Contest-crazed
twelve-year-old Ben uses his wits and way with words
in hopes of winning a prize that will keep his family
from being evicted until his mother can pass her final
CPA examination. [IL 9-12] 265 pages Yearling 2015
Fic (AR/RC) 14.89
Harlow, Joan Hiatt
419844 Breaker Boy. In 1911 Pennsylvania, Corey,
eleven, works in coal mines to help support his family,
but when an accident triggers a phobia, he must turn
to a strange recluse for help. [IL 8-12] 262 pages
McElderry 2017 Fic (AR) 20.88
Holm, Jennifer L.
460056 Full Of Beans. Ten-year-old Beans Curry,
a member of the Keepsies, the best marble playing
gang in Depression-era Key West, Florida, engages in
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

various schemes to earn money while “New Dealers”
from Washington, D.C., arrive to turn run down Key
West into a tourist resort. [IL 8-12] 193 pages Yearling
2018 Fic (AR/RC) 15.21
Jacobson, Jennifer
486435 Dollar Kids. When a family buys a house in
a struggling town for just one dollar, they’re hoping to
start over-but have they traded one set of problems
for another? il. Andrews, Ryan. [IL 10-14] 403 pages
Candlewick 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 6.50*
Kim, Patti
517926 I’m Ok. Ok, a Korean American boy, tries
a get rich quick scheme of starting a hair braiding
business and winning the school talent competition to
hide the fact that he is struggling with the loss of his
father and the financial hardships he and his mother
must now bear. [IL 10-14] 279 pages Atheneum 2018
Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Lai, Remy
537347 Pawcasso. A heartwarming and hilarious
story about the unexpected friendship between a
lonely eleven-year-old girl, Jo, and a basket-toting
dog who goes grocery shopping on his own. When
she’s seen alongside him by a group of kids from her
school, they mistake her for Pawcasso’s owner. Excited
to make new friends, Jo reluctantly hides the truth
and agrees to let “her” dog model for an art class the
kids attend. What could go wrong? In graphic novel
format. il. [IL 8-12] 233 pages Holt 2021 741 19.48
Maddox, Jake
596266 Out Of Step. Last season Mercy Anderson
was one of the best dancers on her school’s dance team
when they almost made it to the state championship,
but a sudden growth spurt has made her awkward
and unsure of her moves. A personal coach would help
bring her back to competition level, but can she earn
enough money dog walking to pay for the training? [IL
8-12] 89 pages Stone Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.73
Margolis, Leslie
602995 We Are Party People. Even though twelveyear-old Pixie prefers to blend into the background,
she might have to step closer to the center of attention
when her friend runs for class president and when her
mom leaves town indefinitely, leaving her parent’s
party planning business in need of a British-accented
punk mermaid. [IL 10-14] 278 pages Farrar 2017 Fic
(AR) 20.18
McAnulty, Stacy
617218 Millionaires For The Month. After seventh
graders Benji and Felix “borrow” $20 from a lost wallet,
the billionaire owner challenges them to spend over
$5 million dollars in thirty days in order to learn life
lessons about money. [IL 8-12] 323 pages Random
2020 Fic (AR) 20.88

Mincks, Margaret
649132 Payback On Poplar Lane. A friendly
neighborhood business competition between sixthgraders Rachel Chambers, so quiet she is practically
invisible, and Peter S. Gronkowski, future mogul,
turns into a ruthless rivalry. [IL 8-12] 315 pages
Viking 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Patterson, James
703867 Laugh Out Loud. Imaginative middle
schooler Jimmy follows his dream to start a unique book
company while he is still a child. il. Ebbeler, Jeffrey. [IL
8-12] 275 pages Little 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 18.78
703816 Middle School: Dog’s Best Friend. Life in
middle school is finally starting to seem bearable-until
Rafe spots his grandmother standing on the free-meal
line at the local soup kitchen. In order to help bring
in more money, Rafe concocts a brilliant plan-a dogwalking business that soon turns into a huge moneymaking neighborhood empire. il. Tejido, Jomike. [IL
8-12] 219 pages Little 2016 Fic (AR/RC) 18.78
Torres, Jennifer
885684 Stef Soto, Taco Queen. MexicanAmerican Stef Soto is hoping to break free from her
overprotective parents and embarrassing reputation
from her family’s taco truck business, but she soon
learns that family, friendship, and the taco truck are
important and wonderful parts of her life. [IL 8-12]
166 pages Little 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Yang, Kelly
971310 Front Desk. Recent immigrants from China
and desperate for work and money, ten-year-old
Mia Tang’s parents take a job managing a rundown
motel in Southern California, even though the owner,
Mr. Yao is a nasty skinflint who exploits them; while
her mother (who was an engineer in China) does
the cleaning, Mia works the front desk and tries to
cope with demanding customers and other recent
immigrants--not to mention being only one of two
Chinese in her fifth grade class, the other being Mr.
Yao’s son, Jason. [IL 8-12] 286 pages Scholastic 2018
Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Set # S35027 of 22 books @ $418.38

Nonfiction For Younger Readers
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Colby, Jennifer
226248 Jobs And Money. An introduction to jobs
and money, including the relationship between the
two, and more. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 24 pages Cherry
Lake 2019 331 22.96
226256 Money And Value. An introduction to
money and value, including a background on the value
of money, and more. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 24 pages
Cherry Lake 2019 332 22.96
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Green, John
395799 Kitten Construction Company: Meet The
House Kittens. Several talented kittens with killer
skills in architecture, construction, engineering, and
plumbing have discovered that nobody will take them
seriously in the workplace because they are just too
adorable. In graphic novel format. il. Caro, Cat. [IL
6-10] 70 pages First Second 2018 741 (AR) 21.58
Hubbard, Rita L.
467402 Hammering For Freedom: The William
Lewis Story. The inspirational story of William “Bill”
Lewis, a hardworking blacksmith who slowly saved his
money to free his family. il. Holyfield, John. [IL 7-9]
32 pages Lee & Low 2018 682-B (AR/RC) 21.56
Maurer, Tracy
614334 John Deere, That’s Who! A lively biography
of John Deere and how he invented the steel plow. il.
Zeltner, Tim. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Holt 2017 338-B (AR/
RC) 22.28
Siegel, Randy
817122 One Proud Penny. Follow a penny’s life from
1961 to present in this innovative book that combines
history, storytelling, and art. il. Bloch, Serge. [IL 4-8]
40 pages Roaring Brook 2017 737 (AR/RC) 21.58
Simons, Lisa M. B.
821688 Madam C.J. Walker: Inventor And
Businesswoman. Madam C.J. Walker wasn’t just
an inventor. She was also a political activist and
businesswoman. She not only fought for civil rights but
became one of the most successful African-American
business owners ever. il. [IL 6-8] 24 pages Capstone
2018 338-B (AR) 6.50*
Vox, Everett
911462 U.S. Mint: The History Of U.S. Money. An
introduction to the U.S. Mint, an essential aspect of
every country’s government, its monetary system. il.
[IL 7-10] 24 pages PowerKids 2018 737 (AR) 15.42
Set # S35028 of 8 books @ $154.84

Nonfiction For Older Readers
Farrell, Mary Cronk
325209 Fannie Never Flinched: One Woman’s
Courage In The Struggle For American Labor
Union Rights. The incredible story of labor activist
Fannie Sellins who helped to create the International
Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union. il. [IL 10-14] 44
pages Abrams 2016 331-B (AR/RC) 22.96
Favreau, Marc
326034 Crash: The Great Depression And The
Fall And Rise Of America. Discover what life was
like for historical figures and everyday Americans as
the country went from the highs of the Roaring Brook
20s to the lows of the Great Depression and back to
booming in the 1940s. il. [IL 10-14] 222 pages Little
2018 973 (AR) 22.28
Green, Sara
395834 Coca-Cola. Engaging images accompany
information about Coca-Cola. il. [IL 8-12] 24 pages
Bellwether Media 2016 338 (AR/RC) 22.96
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Hyde, Natalie
476428 Black Tuesday And The Great Depression.
Explores the causes of the stock market crash in 1929
and the resulting Great Depression. il. [IL 10-13] 48
pages Crabtree 2016 330 (AR) 16.66
Kemper, Bitsy
512966 Budgeting, Spending, And Saving. Learn
how to set and work toward short- and long-term
financial goals, and explore the real costs of your
purchasing decisions. il. [IL 8-11] 40 pages Lerner
2015 332 (AR) 28.58
Keppeler, Jill
514966 Inventors Of Minecraft: Markus “Notch”
Persson And His Coding Team. An introduction to
Minecraft, one of the bestselling games of all time,
and the people behind it, including the game’s creator,
programmer Markus “Notch” Persson and Mojang, the
company he founded to help make it a reality. il. [IL
9-12] 32 pages PowerKids 2018 794-B (AR) 15.99
Lowe, Alexander
589008 Lego. An introductory look at LEGO. Describes
the history of the product, introduces the creators
and innovators, highlights competitions, and provides
insight about the company’s future. Informational text
for readers who are new to LEGO or are interested in
learning more. il. [IL 8-11] 48 pages Norwood House
2021 338 24.36
Owings, Lisa
694918 YouTube. An introduction to YouTube,
including company history, development, how YouTube
operates, and more. il. [IL 9-12] 32 pages Abdo 2017
006 (AR) 22.26
Roza, Greg
769489 Bill Gates: Founder Of Microsoft. A
biography of Bill Gates, one of the biggest names in
computer history as a pioneering founder of Microsoft
and a groundbreaking computer programmer. il. [IL
9-12] 32 pages PowerKids 2017 338-B (AR) 27.37
Shaw, Gina
809092 What Is Nintendo? After introducing the
world to some of the best-known video game franchises
of all-time, it’s clear to see why Nintendo is beloved by
parents as a company that creates nonviolent, familyfriendly entertainment for kids. il. Thomson, Andrew.
[IL 8-12] 107 pages Penguin Workshop 2021 794
(AR) 14.29
Sichol, Lowey Bundy
816942 From An Idea To Disney: How Branding
Made Disney A Household Name. A behind-themovie-screen look into the history, business, and brand
of the world’s largest entertainment empire. With
humorous black and white illustrations throughout,
learn about the company behind the world’s favorite
mouse, Mickey! il. Jennings, C. S. [IL 10-12] 99 pages
Houghton 2019 384 (AR) 20.88
Set # S35029 of 11 books @ $238.59
(Prices Subject To Change)
Fall 2021
*Overstock special while supply lasts.
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